Association of Pulse Volume Recording at Ankle with Total and Cardiovascular Mortality in Hemodialysis Patients.
Pulse volume recording is an accurate modality for detecting arterial occlusion in the lower extremities. There are two indexes of pulse volume recording measured at ankle, percentage of mean arterial pressure (%MAP) and upstroke time (UT). The aim of the study was to examine the ability of %MAP and UT for the prediction of overall and cardiovascular mortality in hemodialysis (HD) patients. In 197 routine HD patients, ankle %MAP, ankle UT, and ankle-brachial index (ABI) were automatically measured by Colin VP-1000 instrument. Fourteen cardiovascular mortality and 29 overall mortalities were documented during 2.7 ± 0.6 years follow-up. In the univariate analysis, in addition to co-morbidities and traditional clinical parameters, increased total mortality was associated with decreased ABI, ABI < 0.9, increased %MAP and UT, %MAP > 50%, and UT > 169 ms (p < 0.041) and increased cardiovascular mortality was associated with increased UT and %MAP > 50% (p < 0.022). After multivariate analysis, increased %MAP and %MAP > 50% (p < 0.047) were still the predictors of total mortality and %MAP > 50% (p = 0.024) was still the predictor of cardiovascular mortality. In HD patients, we found that ankle %MAP and %MAP > 50% could predict total mortality and ankle %MAP > 50% could predict cardiovascular mortality in the multivariate analysis. Hence, assessment of %MAP from pulse volume recording at ankle might be helpful in identifying the high-risk group for poor prognosis in HD patients.